How to make a Reader in Canvas?

Adding items to Reading Lists in Canvas

What would you like to add?

A book
A book chapter
An article from a print journal
An article from an e-journal
Other material
How to read the screenshots?

Click

Type

How to proceed in this demo
Book
Book

[book title, author etc]
Book

Reading List for Demo course

DRAFT Demo course (2020) Being Prepared Updated a few seconds ago

1 items in 8 sections

0/1 items are in process - Note: Only resources with uploaded PDF files will be in the printed reader.

Week 1

BOOK A short history of nearly everything

Add to: List Bag

Add tags to item

Being Prepared Available at IWO-depot IWO-depot: UBM: H 03-2129

ADD
Book chapter

Reading List for Demo course

- DRAFT
- Demo course (2020)
- Being Prepared
- Updated a minute ago
- 0 items in 8 sections
- 0/0 items are in process - Note: Only resources with uploaded PDF files will be in the printed reader.

- Week 1
- Week 2
- Week 3
Book chapter

[book title, author etc]
Book chapter

Reading List for Demo course

- DRAFT
- Demo course (2020)
- Being Prepared
- Updated 12 minutes ago

0 items in 8 sections

0/0 items are in process - Note: Only resources with uploaded PDF files will be in the printed reader.

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

- Book A
  - Short history of nearly everything
  - Bryson, Bill (Willi... London [etc., Doubleday, 2003
  - Available in format(s): P - Physical (1 copies, 1 available)

- Article
  - Past success.(A
  - Short
  - History Of
Book chapter

Reading List for Demo course

0 items in 8 sections
0/0 items are in process - Note: Only resources with uploaded PDF files will be in the printed reader.

Week 1

Week 2

Add to: List Bag
Section: Week 1

Add, Edit & Upload PDF
Book chapter
Book chapter
Book chapter

Do you want to attach a PDF to this chapter?

Yes

No
Done! Back to menu
Article from print journal
Article from print journal
Article from print journal
Article from print journal

Do you want to attach a PDF to this article?

Yes

No
Article from print journal
Article from print journal
Article from e-journal
Other material
Other material
Other material
Other material
Other material
Adding a pdf
Adding a pdf
Adding a pdf
Copyright clearance
Copyright clearance

Request for Copyright Clearance

Availability of Digital Copies

From: 28-April-2020
To: 28-October-2020

Includes image(s)

Chapters: Enter Chapter Number, e.g. 1

Pages From: To:

Note 1:

Submit